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Gamified interventions are an emerging approach inmental health treatment and

prevention. Their positive effects on managing various clinical conditions stem

from enhancing social skills. However, cost-effective options like Table-top

Role-Playing Games (TTRPGs), which offer similar benefits to other game-

based interventions, lack standardized methods for ensuring replicability. In

this regard, the method outlined in this study endeavors, in a structured and

guided manner drawing from the Consolidated Framework for Implementation

Research (CFIR), to establish a six-step protocol for developing an intervention

method utilizing TTRPGs. In all Steps, we aim to anchor ourselves in robust

literature concerning social skills training (SST), cognitive behavioral therapy

(CBT), and gamification comprehensively. Thus, the method presented

encompasses the objectives of SST, the strategies of CBT, and the dynamics of

gamification via TTRPGs. Furthermore, we demonstrate a possible application of

the method to illustrate its feasibility. Ultimately, the final method is structured,

evidence-based, easily applicable, cost-effective, and thus viable. Mental health

professionals seeking a structured and instructional tool for protocol

development will find support in the method proposed here.
KEYWORDS

gamification, social skills, cognitive behavioral therapy, Consolidated Framework for
Implementation Research, Role-Playing Games (RPGs)
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Introduction

Mental health disorders represent a significant global challenge,

being a leading cause of death and disability worldwide. They

account for 7% of the global burden of disease and contribute to

up to 19% of all years lived with disability (1).In the United States,

around 2 out of 10 adults are affected by some form of mental

illness, with approximately 4% experiencing a debilitating mental

disorder (2).As the burden of mental health disorders continues to

rise, the World Health Organization (WHO) emphasizes the

necessity for preventative strategies due to the current constraints

of scalable treatment modalities (3). This need is particularly urgent

given the increasing burden in low- and middle-income countries,

underscor ing the importance of low-cost and task-

shared interventions.

A promising approach to promoting mental health has been

through social skills training (SSTs) (4). Social skills training

integrated with cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) has

demonstrated effectiveness in improving depressive symptoms (5)

and symptoms related to autism (6, 7).

Applied games interventions are an emerging modality in the

field of mental health promotion. By utilizing games originally

developed for entertainment or games with an interventional

purpose (e.g., serious games), numerous initiatives have reported

positive outcomes in psychological well-being, depressive or anxiety

disorders (8, 9), social anxiety (10, 11), disruptive behaviors (12, 13),

schizophrenia (14), ADHD (15), autism (16), or resilience

enhancement (17).The rationale behind such interventions is that

immersive, ludic, and challenging gamified environments can

enhance treatment engagement, facilitate the learning of new

behavioral repertoires, increase emotional awareness, and improve

social skills (18–21). However, digital gamified solutions are often

costly, difficult to adapt across different scenarios, population

groups, or diseases (22). Additionally, video games may lead to

user fatigue due to repetitive experiences and lack the versatility

required to ensure a therapeutic environment (23, 24). One solution

to these limitations is to leverage the gamified and experiential

narrative structure of Table-top Role-Playing Games (TTRPGs).

TTRPGs are uniquely suited to be used as interventional tools.

As cooperative group-based table-top games, one only needs a pen

and paper to be able to play. TTRPG sessions typically involve a

story, a narrative arc, and a series of challenging situations that

encourage players to embody their game characters, make choices,

and exhibit their characteristics. In these games, a storyteller (often

referred to as the Game Master or Keeper, here termed “The

Guide”) guides the players through the unfolding storyline and its

scenarios. The character’s abilities, strengths and flaws are

determined within a set of rules that dictate the likelihood of

success in various tasks. This game is highly customizable, with

pre-defined storylines but real-time challenges and reactions (25,

26). TTRPG sessions are inherently gamified, designed to foster

motivation, immersion, engagement, and entertainment through

features such as rewards, progression, and points systems.

The structure and narrative of TTRPGs can be readily adapted

to address therapeutic needs. As the guide narrates the story and the

players make decisions, interact with the scenario and act-out
Frontiers in Psychiatry 02
different experiences, new behavioral and social repertories could

be trained (26–28). The Guide plays a central role in the dynamics

of the game and holds a unique position to continually evaluate,

mediate, and intervene with the players. Moreover, TTRPGs could

serve as a low-cost intervention. A Guide with training in

counseling techniques, such as cognitive-behavioral therapy

(CBT), could conduct interventions for groups in any location,

language, and on multiple occasions.

Studies employing TTRPGs in interventions have reported

positive experiences of improvements in mental health or

educational outcomes (26, 29). Recent research indicates that

TTRPGs can even reduce social anxiety, enhance social skills (30),

and boost confidence in real-life social situations (31). However, to

date, studies in the realm of mental health have primarily utilized

TTRPGs in their original form, with minimal adjustments in their

application. There exists a gap in the literature regarding studies

that have adapted the structure of TTRPGs to serve as interventions

for promoting mental health and social skills learning. Therefore,

our objective with this study is to delineate the use of TTRPGs as an

interventional tool to address the mental health burden, referred to

as the Critical Skills Methodology. We aim to accomplish this by

integrating the intervention mapping framework (32, 33) with

TTRPG and CBT techniques. Additionally, we seek to

demonstrate the implementation of this methodology with a

cohort of psychiatry residents.
Materials and equipment

Intervention Mapping framework

The present methodology article outlines the development of an

intervention based on the Intervention Mapping framework (34),

and uses the Consolidated Framework for Implementation

Research (CFIR) (35), whose domains serve as indicators for a

pre-implementation formative evaluation, ensuring the structured

parameters of the study. We have devised six structured steps for

the development of an intervention proposal based on TTRPGs. In

this context, in the following sections, we provide a detailed

overview of the characteristics of each step. It is worth

mentioning that this study has already received approval from the

ethics committee at the Santa Casa de Misericoŕdia de São Paulo

(CAAE: 40539920.0.0000.5479) and all participants provided their

written consent prior to entering the program.
Step 1. Defining the problem to be
addressed through TTRPG

Targeted population, context, and
key stakeholders

The initial step involved identifying the targeted population,

contextualizing their environment, and recognizing the key

personnel crucial to the success of the intervention. In our

intervention framework proposal, we engaged with the population

through an initial needs assessment to define their characteristics.
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This evaluation guided the development of the game narrative and

determined the complexity of challenges or dilemmas introduced to

facilitate the experiential learning component of the RPG session.

Defining the population was essential for accurately identifying the

mechanisms, scenarios, or flow of the session, and, most

important ly , establ ishing the programmatic goals of

the intervention.

In addition to identifying the targeted population, it is essential

to understand the context in which the intervention takes place.

Institutions possess unique cultures, norms, and standards that may

potentially conflict with the intervention’s objectives. Moreover, the

RPG session itself entails specific requirements and structures

necessary for its implementation, as outlined in Table 1. These

details may include the need for a private space for group sessions,

minimal requirements for video conferences, discussions about

rules and the complexity of the narrative, game mechanics,

gamification strategies, and integration of sessions with the

institution’s schedule, among others.

Furthermore, each context involves stakeholders who play

crucial roles in the intervention implementation. School teachers,

section leaders, and mentors can offer valuable insights into

defining program plans or understanding institutional culture. It

is important to recognize that the intervention’s goals may vary

depending on the perspectives of different stakeholders. For

instance, the objective of the intervention may differ between the

therapeutic perspective of an alcohol use clinic and the personal

needs of individual participants. Mapping out the key stakeholders
Frontiers in Psychiatry 03
and their association with the targeted population is essential for

developing the intervention and defining its feasibility.

Needs assessment
In designing an intervention based on TTRPGs for social skills

training, a comprehensive needs assessment is essential to

understand contextual issues, main determinants, and drivers of

social skills issues in the given scenario (see Table 2). The needs

assessment should encompass a range of mixed methodologies.

Interviews and focus groups are ideal for comprehending the needs

and designing interventions in specific areas of implementation. For

our framework, which targets social skills, conducting thorough

interviews on social skills repertory is recommended to establish

baseline intervention goals. The use of validated measures is also

advisable and can serve as important tools for demonstrating

improvement over time and providing feedback to participants.

However, the needs assessment should also involve key

stakeholders, including parents and education professionals for

interventions involving underage participants, healthcare

professionals for interventions with clinical populations, and team

leaders in organizational settings.

Program goals and processes
These assessments will inform the development of the

intervention program by identifying goals (e.g., specific social

skills to be trained) and the mechanisms to achieve these goals

(e.g., RPG session structure, dynamic scenarios). Goals should be
TABLE 1 Recommended requirements/structures for proper execution of the intervention in TTRPGs.

Elements Context Potential Pitfalls Strengths

Session
lengths

- RPG sessions can be lengthy, lasting several hours. For our
planned intervention, we recommend sessions of 2 to 3 hours
each. This duration is based on the average length of a Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy (CBT) intervention, which typically spans 12
hours and is divided into 4 sessions.

- Some groups engage in non-stop
play for 4 to 5 hours. While not a
requirement, shorter sessions may
lead to decreased engagement and
intervention potential.
- Long sessions could hinder the
implementation due to participants’
potential inability to sustain
engagement for such extended
periods.
- Long sessions might be tiring for
new users.
- Long sessions, particularly during
extended combat sequences, may
induce fatigue among certain players,
particularly those experiencing issues
related to inattention, hyperactivity,
anxiety, or executive function deficits.

- Sessions of up to 3 hours allow all
stages of the session script to be
implemented satisfactorily, with time for
rapport, updates, play and feedback.
- This session time allows for increased
player engagement and immersion in the
narrative, providing ample opportunity
for group discussions on
decision making.

Role
Performance

- In a TTRPGs, it is recommended (and encouraged) that players
play their characters, with their voices, mannerisms
and behaviors.

- More timid players may feel
intimidated by this proposal,
requiring greater flexibility and
acceptance from the group, allowing
them to feel free to act when, or if,
they are ready.

- Role-playing enhances immersion in
the game, as it allows players to connect
more deeply with the narrative by
embodying characters created within the
proposed context.
- In social skills training, role playing is
essential as it enables individuals to
practice and simulate behavioral
rehearsals in problem situations.
- Role-playing provides a valuable

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 Continued

Elements Context Potential Pitfalls Strengths

opportunity to rehearse thinking and
acting from someone else’s perspective.

Rules
and Lore

- Every game has a narrative set in a fantasy world, with
problems and objectives elaborated according to the proposed
“reality”.
- In the project, we suggest a simplification of the elements of the
game according to the group’s repertoire. It is more important for
our objectives that the rules are adjusted to fit the players rather
than vice versa. Additionally, we have included in the players’
planner methods for them to document their knowledge and
orient themselves.

- For some players, a fantasy world
with elements that are very far from
our reality can cause confusion and
disrupt the quality of immersion. It is
important that players have enough
repertoire to understand the proposed
reality.
- Very complex narratives, scenarios
or objectives, without clear clues or
references that allow players to orient
themselves, can undermine player
immersion and engagement.

- In a fictional world, anything is
conceivable. Within this playful universe,
situations and challenges can be crafted
that are only feasible to experience in
this manner. This offers richness to the
experience, enabling the group to
simulate challenges and suggest
alternatives, experiencing the outcomes
within the game without repercussions in
the real world.
- The operational rules aid in structuring
the sessions so that players can engage
with a well-organized world, where rights
and responsibilities are equally
distributed among all participants.
- The Guide can reorganize the rules
according to the group’s demand,
allowing the expansion or restriction of
behavioral alternatives, the simulation of
norms and behaviors from other places
(cultures) for players to train and the
complexity (level of difficulty) of
problem situations.

Dice
and
Randomness

- Dice are used to determine the success or failure of an action. In
a THS, the focus is on the behavior presented and not the
arbitrariness of luck. Therefore, it is recommended to adjust the
challenge (minimum value to succeed in a dice roll) according to
the quality of the player’s action. In situations where the player or
group comes up with a very suitable solution, The Guide should
consider whether or not the roll will be critical. In combat
situations, the data must be kept, as it does not compromise
training, adding strategy, flexibility and the need for group
organization in an unpredictable context.

- Randomness Vs HS presented. Dice
can antagonize the success of the
player’s action.

- In combat, unpredictability drives the
need for strategy. Players must pay
attention to their teammates’ moves,
predict and anticipate their actions, and
remain flexible in response to the
random results of the dice.

Dynamics
of battles

- In some systems, battles are intrinsic to game mechanics. It is
recommended that players have the ability to avoid them through
behavioral rehearsal. They should be used as negative outcomes.
However, some battles may be unavoidable, as the tactics of
combat help in the organization, communication and strategy of
the group.

- The battles are complex and require
a lot of technical understanding of the
characters’ abilities. Therefore, new
players can be intimidated by this
dynamic.
- Some battles can last a long time,
leading some players to become
distracted and fatigued, causing them
to lose attention and immersion in
the game.

- Battles allow players to organize
themselves and take turns, requiring
constant communication (verbal and
non-verbal) between group members.
Players need to organize themselves
strategically, highlighting points and
compensating for each other’s
weaknesses.
- Battles require turn-taking, delaying
rewards, observing, and paying attention
to events to organize your actions.
Therefore, they provide excellent training
for planning, executing coordinated
actions, monitoring, and group flexibility.

Private
location

- TTRPGs take place in a safe, intimate, private and
controlled environment.

Need for an isolated environment that
provides privacy

- This safe space does not expose the
group, allowing a more intimate bonding
between the members and minimizing
resistance/shyness in the dramatization
of the characters.

Number
of sessions

- TTRPGs do not have a session limit and can vary from games
with just one encounter (called One Shots) or continuous tables,
with longer narratives, reaching 10 or more sessions.
- It is recommended that the number of sessions be defined after
identifying the group’s needs. The more skills to train, the more
sessions will be required. On average, one session is stipulated for
each problem situation involving specific training in social skills.
- We also recommend that The Guide create a One Shot to better
understand the group, analyzing and identifying their in-game
needs before determining the number of sessions.

- Storytelling over multiple sessions
can lead to fatigue, resulting in the
group becoming disoriented within
the narrative and its recurring events.
Therefore, it is crucial for The Guide
to consistently assess the level of
player engagement and interest.
- At the same time, situations with
few sessions can lead to a feeling of
incompleteness. A journey must

- Not having a fixed number of sessions
allows for greater flexibility in the
intervention plan, as we acknowledge
that each group possesses specific
demands and needs. Just as a therapeutic
plan varies according to the patient’s
demands, the sessions also vary
according to the training to be carried
out, with real-time analysis of the group’s
evolution and the goals achieved.

(Continued)
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established based on a theoretical framework that guides

intervention development. In the case of social skills training, the

framework of social skills will inform goal setting based on the

requirements of social skills met, mapped after RPG mechanistic

characteristics. For example, if a team leader intends to use this

intervention to promote empathy, the scenes and narrative should

focus on creating dramatic opportunities to elicit empathetic

situations for the participants to experience. The intervention

method should consider these goals when designing the processes.

Intervention team and training
In a typical TTRPG session, there is a game master (referred to

here as “The Guide”) and other players. Building on research from

focus groups and psychodrama, we also propose the inclusion of an

auxiliary therapist (referred to here as “Meta Guide”). The Meta

Guide will be positioned among the players to assist The Guide in

conducting the narrative.
Step 2. TTRPGs and the determinants of
behavioral and environmental outcomes

Similar to most experiential learning activities, RPGs can

emulate situations requiring participants to utilize specific skills to
Frontiers in Psychiatry 05
achieve desired outcomes. However, RPGs possess inherent

gamified characteristics that facilitate engagement, positive

experiences, and learning (36).

Engagement characteristics
Adaptability

The intervention is built upon an open design framework,

where The Guide is responsible for defining the objectives within

the narrative. The model is designed to be dynamically updated

based on participants’ progress. Scenes within the narrative are

adaptable and lack predetermined outcomes, enabling The Guide to

target various skills in each interaction. Rewards are allocated only

to behaviors aligned with the intervention objectives.

Continuous Evaluation

Throughout the intervention, all participants will undergo

assessment via online forms and rapport sessions. This approach

allows The Guide to update intervention goals based on the most

recent assessments submitted by the participants.

Gamification

Given the inherently playful nature of the game, it is anticipated

that the incorporation of gamification dynamics will enhance

motivation and engagement (37). The Guide will have the
TABLE 1 Continued

Elements Context Potential Pitfalls Strengths

encompass a beginning, middle, and
end, akin to a therapeutic session

Platform
(Online vs
Face-to-face)

- TTRPGs can be played both in person and remotely.
- Both modes are valid and offer unique gaming experiences, each
with advantages and disadvantages. This adaptability allows
training to be organized according to the demands (or
possibilities) of group members.

- In the online modality, an internet
connection, camera, microphone, and
access to some communication tools
are required. The need for these
features may prevent some people
from accessing training.
- The face-to-face modality demands
greater discipline from the group to
meet at the place according to the
agreed time and day. In large urban
areas with restricted mobility, this can
lead to delays, cancellations, and
reduced engagement. Additionally, in
epidemic scenarios like the current
one, this mode of interaction poses
health risks to participants.

- At the same time, in the online game,
The Guide has more access and control
over complementary media resources,
such as music, ambient sounds, images,
videos and much more. These features
help players get visual and auditory
information that can aid in their
understanding and immersion world in
the presented world.
- At the same time, in person, players
have better quality in communication
and interaction. Here, not only can the
quality of speech be observed, but body
movements, expressions, and facial
reactions in real time, which can aid in
the interpretation of intentions, desires,
and mental states of colleagues.

Materials - In TTRPGs it is common to use complementary materials. We
suggest: character sheet, dice (for successful or failed rolls in
actions), sheets for notes (both for The Guide and for the players)
and pencils/pens. In the online modality, this can be done using
text files and virtual data scrolling.
- Extra resources can be utilized, and we encourage their use. The
Guide can incorporate music into the environment, utilize photos
or images as references, create maps, and much more. These
features are optional.
- There are online platforms available that serve as virtual
environments for playing RPGs, offering features such as
character organization, scenery display, sound effects, and more.
The use of these platforms is also optional.

- The amount of resources can
directly impact the cost of sessions.
- Excessive extra resources can
distract from the main focus,
diverting the group’s attention to
stimuli that may be potentially
irrelevant to the training.

- Although optional, the additional
resources can greatly enhance the quality
of immersion and motivation of the
group during training.
- Notes serve to help players organize
their thoughts and actions. They are
valuable not only as a record of events
but also as a means of tracking plans,
ideas, actions, consequences, potential
alternatives, and goals. This aspect is
crucial, as it enables players to analyze,
reflect upon, and self-critique their
training, a practice commonly employed
in various psychological approaches.
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flexibility to enhance the fantasy and playful elements of the activity

as needed to further boost engagement.

Role-Playing

Participants, when assuming roles within the game, are likely to

experience a heightened sense of immersion (38). This immersion

can be further intensified by The Guide addressing participants by

their character names and incorporating each player’s preferences

into their chosen role in the game.
Congruence

The intervention features a coherent narrative that incorporates

elements of reality and facts alongside its fanciful aspects. This

approach is designed to enhance participant immersion, fostering

mindful engagement in the activity and facilitating emotional/

cognitive connections with both the narrative and characters while

minimizing feelings of estrangement. The Guide plays a pivotal role in

maintaining this coherence throughout the intervention.

Intervention model
The intervention model was structured using the social skills

training method, organized in the Theoretical-Practical Manual by

(39). According to the authors, social skill is a descriptive construct

and refers to behaviors that are appreciated by a culture, with

positive outcomes for both the individual and their community

(40–42). A Social Skill Training with RPG is a symbolic experience,

which allows simulations of social situations in a fantasy world by

using a playful/ludic context, allowing direct (and continuous)

observation and evaluation of the players’ interaction and

decision. In addition, complementary techniques and activities for

social skills programs were adapted to the game’s context and

implemented in the participants’ self-analysis and self-monitoring

tasks (39).

To help the Guide observation and organize the players’ training

process, cognitive behavioral techniques were included in the

project. This approach presents a model that allows players to
Frontiers in Psychiatry 06
think about their thoughts in a structured way, bringing a clear

distinction between events, thoughts, and feelings (29). To help

players to analyze their thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, suggesting

alternatives to their actions, two techniques were adapted and

included in the project: the ABC (Activating - Beliefs -

Consequences) technique and the construction of alternatives

technique (43). Furthermore, the structure of a cognitive

behavioral therapy session was adapted and used as a script for

the RPG sessions, with Rapport (discussion about previous

sessions), review of homework, updates, session summary and

feedback (29).

Elements of the Role-Playing Game that lead
to change

Role-playing Games have fundamental elements in their

structure, regardless of the game system or setting, that are

essential to the intervention. These elements enable the training

of the social skills described previously, as outlined below

(see Table 3):

Character creation (statistics, abilities, background)

Once the intervention setting/scenario is defined, participants

are tasked with creating a character sheet detailing their abilities,

skills, and statistics. This process is facilitated by The Guide and the

Meta Guide, particularly concerning the system rules. However, this

opportunity is also utilized to explore the participants’ personality

traits as projected onto their characters and to promote insight

during the debriefing session.
Fictional narrative with hooks and tasks

The RPG session revolves around a storyline that directs player

interactions, offering prompts to encourage engagement, maintain

participant motivation, and pursue a common goal. These

hooks frequently tie into the backgrounds created by the

participants, thereby enhancing the immersion necessary for the

intervention’s success.
TABLE 2 Intervention planning logic model.

Targeted
population

Stakeholders Context Needs
assessment

Program goals Program Team
and sustainability

-Who is this
intervention targeting?

-What are the social
actors around the
targeted population?

-Where is this
intervention
taking place?

-What is the outcome
to be changed by
the intervention?

-How will the intervention
change the needs of
this population?

-Who will deploy the
intervention and ensure
its continuation?

-How is this group going
to be enrolled in
the interventions?

-How is the
environment engaged in
the intervention?

-How will the
intervention be
deployed in
the institution?

-How will the needs
be assessed?

-How will the intervention
change the targeted needs?

-How will the
intervention be
carried out?

-Barriers and facilitators
-Implementation Climate
-Knowledge and beliefs

-Relative Advantage
-Barriers and facilitators
-Implementation
Climate
-Readiness
for implementation

-External policies and
incentives
-Complexity
-Structural
Characteristics
-Culture
-Readiness
for implementation

-Targeted needs
assessment
Self-efficacy
Stages of change

-Evidence strength and
quality
-Adaptability
-Trialability
-Complexity
-Cost
-Design Quality and
Packaging
-Planning

-Structural
Implementation Climate
-Readiness for
implementation
-Engagement
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Order of action (each player has to take actions in their
own turn)

In most RPGs, there arises a need to organize participants’

actions into turns, typically occurring during combat scenes but also

proving useful in non-combat situations. This system prompts

participants to consider their next actions and await their turn to

announce them, while also requiring attentiveness to their

colleagues’ turns. Consequently, this element fosters group

coordination and civility.

Collaborative game

While competitive games offer opportunities for social skills

training, RPGs are inherently collaborative, providing participants

with the chance to cultivate relationships and practice conflict

management skills.

Unpredictability of Dice Rolls

The randomness inherent in dice rolling can lead to significant

successes or failures for characters in various tasks. While this

mechanic adds an element of fun, it also prompts participants to

adapt to unexpected outcomes and challenges. It encourages the

group to think on their feet, fostering creativity and problem-

solving skills.

Character progression - level/abilities progression

When certain tasks are completed or participants reach specific

points in the narrative, their characters gain new abilities or enhance

their skills. This progression, commonly referred to as “leveling up,”
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rewards successful conflict resolution and task completion by

empowering characters to tackle more challenging obstacles. This

mechanism serves as positive reinforcement for collaboration among

participants in overcoming scenario challenges.

Narrative with emotional and bonding possibilities

RPGs serve as potent instruments for crafting immersive

fictional scenarios wherein participants can forge emotional

connections with non-player characters (NPCs) created by The

Guide, as well as with themselves and fellow participants. These

opportunities are vital components for fostering participants’

heightened awareness in recognizing others’ feelings and honing

empathy skills.

Battle system

Sometimes players will encounter challenges that can trigger

some kind of combat. The battles are organized in turns, where a

player must plan and execute his limited actions and then wait for

his teammates to proceed with the plan. Combat requires extensive

teamwork, strategic thinking, and tactical maneuvers from players,

all while maintaining constant communication. Additionally, it

serves as a training ground for developing skills such as divided

attention, inhibitory control, maintaining eye contact, flexibility,

and patiently waiting for one’s turn.

Puzzles

Game features numerous puzzles organized by the Guide that

require players to be highly organized, with extensive planning,

logical reasoning (and deductive skills), cognitive flexibility, and

teamwork to solve it.

Solving Problems with countless (and
customizable) outcomes

Whenever players complete a main or secondary quest, the

Guide determines the possible outcomes, which can vary from in-

game rewards to direct impacts on the game’s environment/

narrative. This provides an excellent opportunity for players to

reflect on their decisions and observe their impact, allowing them to

re-evaluate the group’s behavior, thoughts, and propose alternatives

and new strategies.

Expected health outcomes
• Participants are able to discuss different treatment plans,

listen to divergent opinions, express themselves clearly and

work together towards a common objective to promote the

best medical conduct;

• Participants will have better understanding of their own

role in the team and be more comfortable to ask for help

and share tasks;

• Professional and interpersonal relationships among staff

members will enhance as they share meaningful

experiences during the RPG sessions;

• Participants will adopt a more empathetic approach toward

their colleagues and patients.;
TABLE 3 Elements of the Role-Playing Game that lead to change.

RPG Element Driver of change

Character creation -
stats,
abilities, background

Recognition and debriefing of the player’s
personality aspects projected in the creation of
the character.

Fictional narrative with
hooks and tasks

It keeps players motivated to pursue a goal and
coordinate the group

Order of action - each
player has to take
actions in their
own turn

It creates situation to train group coordination
and civility

Collaborative game As a collaborative intervention, it facilitates
relationship-building and conflict management.

Unpredictability of
Dice rolls

It promotes situations that help dealing with
unexpected situations, frustrations and quick
problem-solving ideas

Character progression -
level/
abilities progression

Conflict resolutions are rewarded with new abilities/
powers → positive reinforcement

Narrative with
emotional and
bonding possibilities

It fosters the establishment of new connections and
relationships, while also providing opportunities to
cultivate empathy through various scenes.

Role Playing Congruence, self-exploration, simulation, acting-out

Structured experience
with rules
and dynamics

Basis of acting-out, re-signification with a
controlled environment.
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Fron
• Enhanced well-being and mental health scores through the

development of social skills.
These assessment tools can be quantitative, qualitative, or a

combination of both (quali/quantitative). To ensure accurate data

collection, assessments should be conducted at various points

in time:
1) Pre-intervention: The questionnaires and scales must be

administered before the intervention;

2) Mid-intervention: If the proposed intervention spans

multiple RPG sessions, it is important to collect data

between sessions;

3) Post-intervention: After the final debriefing session.
This information must be collected from all the individuals

involved in the intervention: the participants (players), The Guide

and the Meta Guide.
Step 3. Program design

Intervention design
A critical skills TTRGP session follows a specific timeline,

opening with behavioral assessment followed by 1 to 2 hours of

gameplay sessions and 30 minutes to 1 hour of debriefing.

A) Session structure
Opening and rapport (15 minutes)

In the opening session the therapist will introduce the players to

the system to be used in the game and its rules, participants will also

be required to answer questionnaires to assess social skills and overall

mental health. Limits to the narrative and personal preferences will

also be discussed in this session in order to ensure a pleasurable

experience and to identify themes that should not be discussed in the

intervention for the whole group. In the following sessions a brief

rapport will be conducted at the beginning of the activity to assess

technical difficulties and rules misunderstandings.
Behavioral assessment and setting goals (15 minutes)

Following the initial rapport, the Guide and Meta Guide will ask

each participant for a behavior presented in the last session, then

discuss with the group if such behavior was adequate for the scene

presented and what other course of action could have been used to

achieve the same goal. Once all participants share a behavior/scene,

the therapist then assesses which social skills based on the model

proposed by Del Prette and Del Prette (39) should be improved in

the following sessions.

Role-playing game intervention (1h – 1h30 hours)

The game is composed of social, combat and exploratory scenes

that create an overall narrative. Social scenes are adapted according

to the social skills defined as goals for the session. The narrative can
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be adapted to whatever setting/system the group is interested in.

However, the core narrative will focus on the social skills that were

deemed to be underperforming based on the questionnaires and

interviews conducted in the opening session. The sessions can

present three discussion triggering scenarios. The first one is

when the group successfully applies and develops social skills and

cooperative problem-solving strategies when dealing with narrative

events. The second one is when the group uses the social skills, they

already have to solve narrative conflicts, but also engages in

aggressive and/or antisocial behaviors. And a third one is when

the group relies only on aggressive and/or antisocial strategies for

problem solving.

Debriefing (30 minutes to 1 hour)

Once the game session is over, the therapist will then select a scene

and initiate a discussion, starting by the triggering scenario option

chosen by the group and why said path was selected. Then alternative

hook options will be presented to the group for debate, to assess if the

chosen course of action was adequate or inadequate and how those

other hooks could be achieved via narrative development.

Out of session insight

By the end of the session The Guide will remind the participants

to answer in their homes a scene form, where they will present a

specific scene from that day’s session that impacted them somehow

and state the reasoning behind their actions as well as other courses

of action that they believe could be explored. The scenes fed to this

form will guide the rapport at the beginning of the next session.
B) Intervention mechanisms
The Guide and Meta-Guide

The intervention team will evaluate the needs of the group prior

to the intervention, define the intervention program goals and

structure the intervention. The primary narrator, named as The

Guide will lead the storytelling and propose the situations for role

playing, according to the programmatic goals. It is the primary

narrator’s role to identify potential scenarios or adapt the session to

focus on the specific goal/outcome of that training session. For

instance, it is the Guide’s to build a narrative for a session planned

to elicit social integration. If the session builds away from that goal,

the primary narrator will lead the scene by inserting elements such

as plot twists or other characters to interact.

The second narrator, (Meta Guide), will have multiple support

roles to the implementation of the intervention. One role is to

function similar to the concept of an auxiliary ego, as suggested by

the literature on psychodrama. Introduced as a player in the game,

the Meta Guide will be aware of the story narrative and the

programmatic scene goals. Situated as players, the Meta Guide acts

as a support to the primary narrator. In this role, they can emphasize

aspects of the narrative to guide the scenes to the programmatic goals

or function as a side counselor to support the debriefing or control

emotional reactions to the story. TheMeta Guidewill also support the

program development and its implementation.
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Narrative

The narrative is the conceptual background that creates a

context for the social, combat and exploration scenes without

depending on a specific theme and or time age. Therefore, any

narrative can be adapted to fit in the intervention model and any

scene can be used as a proxy to stimulate a social skill with this

method. Since the method is based on simulating real life scenarios,

the narrative provides contextual details that help the participants

to empathize and act from the character’s perspective.
Scenes build to make up the narrative

A role-playing game is based on a plethora of scenes, be them a

social interaction between the participants and a non-playable

character (NPC) or a combat encounter. This method creates a

framework so that a scene can be adapted to reinforce a specific

social skill (if that is the objective being worked upon). In order to

categorize the assortment of scenes that are bound to happen during

the intervention, a scene library will also be created to allow easy

browsing and selection of scenes to be used in future applications

(item d).

Game elements

Non-playable characters (NPC’s): Characters that populate the

fictional world where the narrative takes place, they usually serve to

further develop scenes in order to create triggering scenarios where

a target skill can be developed.

Narrative cues: Scenes that lead to another scene or have a great

impact in the world as a whole. They serve to bind the narrative

together and allow for a steady pace of progression for the

participants, making the experience more fluid and natural.

Chance: RPGs rely on a plethora of mechanics to ensure pseudo

randomized outcomes. This means that while each character’s

individual features have influence in whether they succeed or not

in a specific task, there is always a random factor as well

(represented by the dice roll). One such mechanic is the “ability

check”, which is requested by The Guide in order to determine if a

character can use one of its skills successfully.

Systems: TTRPG is a broad term used to define a genre of board/

narrative games. Different types of RPGs exist in the market, aimed

at a variety of audiences and with different themes (Table 4). This

method is non-system dependent, meaning that most game system

available in the market can be adapted to work as an intervention.
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Scenes library: We are building a scenes library that will provide

The Guide with the context, conflict, and elements necessary to have

the participants training the required social skill (Table 5). These

situations can be inserted in any setting, and they are not restricted

to a certain system or scenario. Below we present two examples.

C) Interventional strategies

There are several strategies that can be used as part of the

intervention. These strategies are not mandatory, but they can

provide interesting tools to help The Guide during the RPG session:

Fast-Forwards

Participants can foresee the consequences of their actions. The

Guide describes them to the participants so they can have the

knowledge of the future that their characters probably wouldn’t

have at that moment.

Do-over

If an action or decision results in an unsatisfactory outcome,

The Guide can allow the participants to turn back in time and do-

over that particular situation. This is a useful tool if used in a correct

context, but it could undermine the conflict of participants dealing

with their choices that generate unsatisfactory outcome.

X-Card

Even if the participants and The Guide decide together which

situations are a trigger for psychosocial stress and should be left out of

the gaming session beforehand, there is always the chance that some

other issue might come up during the game. It’s important that

participants have the means to tell the group and The Guide that

they are uncomfortable and would rather skip that scene without

having to interrupt the narrative abruptly. The “X-Card” (a virtual or

physical sign that can be shown to the group at any moment) allows

The Guide to quickly jump a scene that can be potentially triggering,

and the triggering scene will then be discussed in the debriefing.
In-game debrief

Some conflicts may arise during the session that cannot be

solved in-character. Some emotional situations may have a

participant in need of a quick break. These situations may require

The Guide to do an in-game debrief and use this opportunity to

enhance the possibilities of the intervention.
TABLE 4 Different TTRPGs systems.

System Theme Therapeutic Applica-
tion Suggestion

Dungeons and
Dragons/Pathfinder

Medieval
fantasy

Group management skills and
conflict management

Call of Cthulhu Horror Stress management and empathy

Kids on Bikes/Tales
from the Loop

Realistic/
suspense

Assertiveness and
effective communication

Starfinder Science
fiction

Conflict management and
group management
TABLE 5 Example of social skill and scene relation.

Social
Skill

Scene Example

Conflict
Management

“Divergent
Paths”

The participants are presented with two
ominous paths to choose from. They must
engage in discussion and collectively decide
which path to follow, thereby accepting the
consequences together.

Empathy “Understanding
the enemy’s
motivation ”

The group finds out that the enemy is
fighting to save his/her family. The
participants engage in a debate regarding
this newly discovered information.
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Collective problem-solving

Depending on the situation, one or more player characters

might struggle to solve a problem. This strategy allows the group of

participants (not the characters) to collectively discuss the problem

and solve it as a group.

Pause

Sometimes the in-game time flow feels too fast for the

participants to organize their actions or to make a decision.

When the participants feel overwhelmed by the game events it

might be useful to be able to “pause” the narrative and allow the

group to gather their thoughts and organize them.

Character switching

During the activity, participants will have to change characters

amongst themselves and/or to control an NPC a few times, making

them see situations in different perspectives and understand the

competences and responsibilities of different roles. Character

switching will Possibly this activity evokes aspects of social skills,

such as perspective taking and empathy in general (44).

Narrative negative and positive outcomes

As a real-life simulation, the game will promote the presentation of

positive and negative consequences, with the participant having to deal

with them in order to be able to keep playing and to understand what is

happening. It is up to The Guide to ensure that the session will have a

range of outcomes to character actions based on the story,

environment, game rules, and elements of chance. The guide can

support players in engaging with these outcomes and managing their

personal and group responses to them in a functional way, as well as

conducting the game in the best way to deal with the frustrations of the

participants in face of negative consequences, as well as with the

exacerbation of excitement of the participants in face of positive

consequences, which can be negative for the rest of the group.

Step 4. Protocols, materials and tools

Intervention Start
The initial session will serve as presentation of the intervention

model as well all the components in which the game will rely on.

The rule of the chosen game will be introduced, alongside a

character creation tutorial, participants will also partake in a

quick guide to using physical or digital dice and how to navigate

the online website in cases where the sessions are online. Once all

players are introduced to the rules and instruments, a role-playing

session will take place where characters can introduce themselves

and present others with each character’s backstory and motivations.

The guide will also introduce the basic storyline for the narrative

and inquire the player in regard to any discomfort with the

proposed narrative, taking notes if needed to alter the narrative

components in case any players present a discomfort. At the end of

this initial briefing, players will be required to answer the mental

health and social skills protocols described in Table 6. And will also

receive the player´s journal for the following sessions.
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TABLE 6 Protocol of the intervention.

Session
Element

Time Goals Supporting
Document

1 Introduction
to the
adventure
and bonding

1 to
2
sessions

Creating a bond
between participants
and introducing the
campaign setting,
alongside with rules
and the scope of
the narrative.

Mental health
screening scales
(GAD-7, PHq-9,
AUDIT, IHS-2 and
ASRS-18), introduction
to the players journal
and first assignments.

2 Introduction
to the first
therapeutic
narrative
objective and
conflict
building

4 to
5
sessions

Based on results from
the mental health
screening scales, a
narrative will be
selected to match the
therapeutic needs of
the group. In these
sessions the group will
be presented with said
conflict and will have
to work as a group
towards a resolution.

The player’s journal
will be utilized to
record and review the
player’s perceptions
and inputs regarding
the proposed
challenges.
Additionally, the
journal will serve as an
emotional log, allowing
players to document
how various situations
made them feel during
and after the session.

3 Feedback
collection and
role-
play
intermission

1 to
2
sessions

These sessions are
designed to encourage
players to reflect on
the challenges they
have just completed,
reviewing their
choices and behaviors.
The Guide should
introduce a character
to facilitate role-play
discussions, extracting
insights into each
player character’s
thought process and
understanding which
information each one
deemed most
important to achieve
the
proposed objective.

The players’ journals
will contain a feedback
sheet where players
can highlight scenes or
conflicts that affected
them beyond the
session setting. They
can also indicate if
they regret any course
of action and suggest
how that action could
be undone or if there
were any alternatives.
This feedback sheet
will also enable players
to speculate on the
consequences of their
actions in the
narrative setting.

4 Closing
remarks and
Follow-up

1 to
2
sessions

These sessions will
conclude the narrative
path chosen by The
Guide at the
beginning of the
intervention,
providing closure to
the individual stories
of the characters as
well as an ending to
the overall narrative.
Players will be asked
to provide
background for their
characters’ ending,
expressing their goals
and wishes and
explaining why they
chose them for
the character.

The players will then
complete the mental
health screening scales
again for post-
intervention data
collection and submit
their player’s journals.
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Narrative proposal and conflict presentation
Once all players are introduced to the gaming system, alongside

the player´s journal and finished training with dice and character

sheets the narrative can then start. In this step, the guide must

customize the narrative to fit the group profile measured in the

previous step through scales and questionnaires, a Guide can create

an engaging scenario of its own volition if he/she has enough

experience, however for new Guides a scene library has been

created, containing a multitude of scenes and which skills/needs

are addressed in each one of then, alongside with its outcomes, and

we advise its usage until the Guide can create custom scenarios.

During these sessions, players will be required to take notes on the

narrative events that they believe would be important for their

characters and if said event caused an emotional response in

themselves. At the session’s end, all players will be required to

report an event, stating the outcome lived in the narrative, what was

the expected outcome, why the expected outcome was not achieved

and what could’ve been done differently.
Feedback and Intermission
Once the intervention narrative is concluded, the Guide will

promote an intermission session, where the consequences of the

players choices will be presented out of character, the intermission

will also be used to discuss alternate courses of action the party

could have taken and its consequences. All players will be requested

to explain their characters motivation and overall mental state when

making choices during the narrative and explain why they perceived

the scenario in said way. Players will also be encouraged to provide

feedback and suggestions regarding narrative plots and possible

conflicts to arrive in following sessions. At the end of this session,

players will be asked to answer the feedback form present in the

player´s journal.
Closing remarks and follow-up
The Guide will proceed to end the narrative storyline; each

player will be required to provide a foreground to how they see their

characters journey ending and why such path would be important

for the character. Players will also be asked to report on the

experience of playing said character and if emotional or

behavioral conflict during gameplay. Finally, players will be

required to answer a follow-up questionnaire to the mental health

screening they answered at the start of the intervention. Then the

player´s journals will be collected for content analysis and the

intervention ends.
Products
The intervention proposal serves as a framework for applying

CBT therapeutic guidelines in a gamified setting, to provide further

scientific evidence and support to those attempting to incorporate

this method in their practice a streaming service alongside with two

podcasts will be made available.
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Streaming
The streaming service will be provided via twitch, at https://

www.twitch.tv/iniciativacriticalskills, where weekly sessions will be

streamed alongside the discussion sessions for each episode. Older

episodes and discussions can be found at https://www.youtube.com/@

CriticalSkills. Streaming episodes contain only mock sessions where the

researchers demonstrate the methods.

Podcasts
Two podcasts were created to provide scientific background and

feedback to incoming practitioners, both are available in multiple

podcast streaming services, but mainly on Spotify. One is called

Ability Check and presents a scientific focused review of techniques

and studies that used serious games in their methods, silverling

potential pitfalls and highlighting promising studies for replication

and further development.
Step 5. Example of
program implementation

In order to make the application of this program tangible, below

we exemplify the implementation of the program carried out by our

group. The work presenting the experiment and the result in detail

is in writing.

An example of using the Critical Skill model with
psychiatry residents

This program was carried out in a collaboration with the

Department of Mental Health - Santa Casa de São Paulo Medical

School, Brazil. Thirteen psychiatrist residents from the first to third

years of residence participated in this program. The process of

developing this intervention and its structure according to the

Critical Skills methodology will be described below. To design

this intervention and its implementation we followed the

Intervention Mapping (33) and the Consolidated Framework for

Implementation Research (32) frameworks.

Defining the problem: mental health and
resilience training during COVID-19 pandemic

Medical residency is recognized as a highly stressful period, with

a higher prevalence of depression (3 to 16% higher than the general

population) (45). Factors contributing to this stress include intense

emotional demands, such as sleep deprivation, constant exposure to

suffering patients, lack of autonomy, and a fast-paced work

environment. Additionally, issues such as burnout and alcohol

abuse have been reported during medical training (46–55). These

challenges were further exacerbated by the social isolation measures

and lifestyle adjustments necessitated by the COVID-19 pandemic

(56). In the particular case of the psychiatry residency program at

the Santa Casa de São Paulo General Hospital, mental health

concerns among residents were of particular concern to medical

directors and preceptors. With new cohorts of residents arriving

during the pandemic, challenges such as the need to treat COVID-
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19 patients, limited physical interaction with peers and mentors,

and difficulties in adapting to a new city without proper onboarding

experiences became apparent. These issues, identified during the

needs assessment phase through interviews with residents, medical

directors, and preceptors, led us to explore the use of virtual

tabletop RPG experiential learning training as a potential

solution. At the time, the research team comprised a psychiatry

preceptor with expertise in resident training, RPG, and group

therapy. Together, we collaborated with medical directors and

residents to establish an intervention program later named the

“Critical Skills Initiative,” an RPG-based experiential learning

program aimed at developing social skills and promoting mental

health reintegration. The theoretical framework of social skills

training was chosen due to its association with positive mental

health outcomes, while the use of serious games, targeting outcomes

beyond mere gameplay, was also linked to mental health benefits.

By engaging with key stakeholders in the psychiatry residency

program, we identified the need for an intervention focusing on

social integration and mental health resilience through the

enhancement of social skills.

Setting
Santa Casa de São Paulo is a tertiary care, academic healthcare

system located in São Paulo, Brazil. Serving as a referral center for the

entire metropolitan area of São Paulo, which encompasses over 20

million people, it also provides healthcare services to patients from

across the entire state and country. Santa Casa hosts numerousMedical

Residency Programs, boasting a cohort of over 700 medical residents

and 300 post-graduate students. Additionally, it serves as an internship

site for more than 1,000 healthcare undergraduate students from Santa

Casa de São Paulo Medical School.

Program outcomes, objectives and logic model
of change.

The Critical Skills program was implemented for medical

residents with the aim of enhancing their social cognition

repertoire, promoting social integration during periods of

isolation, and bolstering mental health resilience. Table 7

illustrates the logic model outlining how our intervention was

structured based on the identified social skills needs, along with

the targeted outcomes.

With the intervention goals defined, we also discussed what would

be measured and how to monitor the progress and the impact of the

intervention. Before the start of the program, we planned to conduct a

focus group to evaluate the residents’ social skills and current status of

social integration. During this session, we also assessed a set of core

mental health metrics, listed in Table 8 below. The results from the

focus groups and questionnaire assessments served as guides to plan

the TTRPG campaign. We also intended to collect the same metrics

during and after the intervention sessions.
Program design and production
The game used in the intervention was Dungeons and Dragons

(D&D), an RPG created in 1974 by Gygax and Arneson (61). D&D

is highly adaptable and can be customized for various purposes,
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TABLE 7 Intervention planning logic model applied to the Critical
Skills program.

Social
Skills

Daily
Determinants

In-
game
Dynamics

Intervention
Outcomes

Conflict
management
and resolution

Discuss different
treatments for
a patient

Discuss
various in-
game plans to
solve
a problem.

Agree to adhere to
the plan selected
by the group
through voting.

Effective
communication

Having ideas and
thoughts that are
not clearly
understood by the
staff, which leaves
room
for
misinterpretation.

Player
characters
must
effectively
communicate
their ideas to
both their
colleagues and
non-player
characters
(NPCs).

Ideas and
thoughts are
communicated in
a manner that
ensures full
comprehension by
all staff members.

Civility Conversations,
particularly in
video conferences,
often lack efficiency
as it is challenging
to discern the
appropriate timing
for speaking and
allowing others to
speak
without
interruption.

The group of
player
characters
utilizes their
initiative rolls
and other cues
provided by
The Guide to
ensure that
everyone has
the
opportunity to
take their
actions and
express
themselves.

Subjects
demonstrate
increased
awareness of when
to initiate
communication
and respond to it.
They exhibit
greater respect
and ensure that
everyone is
listened
to attentively.

Relationship
management

Medical residents
frequently
encounter
challenges in
establishing new
relationships within
a different
environment. This
difficulty can
contribute to an
uptick in mental
health issues,
including
depression, anxiety,
and
substance abuse.

The RPG
intervention
facilitates the
creation of
scenarios
where players
can forge
strong bonds
and nurture
healthy
relationships.
The playful
aspect of this
intervention is
pivotal in
fostering
such
connections.

The relationships
built in-game
foster the
development of
healthy
professional
connections

Assertiveness Feeling unable to
question, express
disagreement,
communicate with
figures of authority,
and/or handle
criticism can result
in significant ideas
not being shared
and discussed.

Situations in
the RPG
scenario
necessitate
that player
characters
demonstrate
assertiveness
to effectively
solve
problems.

Subjects feel more
empowered to
share their ideas
and opinions

(Continued)
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requiring only dice and character sheets to play (26). Residents

participated in weekly 3-hour sessions for 4 months. All sessions

were structured according to 5 fundamental steps:

Rapport (10 minutes)

Before starting the sessions, participants gathered to discuss the

previous session, making suggestions about the adventure, system,

gameplay, and other technical aspects or group dynamics.

Task Discussions (20 minutes)

Every week, participants filled out forms to document the game

situations they considered significant, along with the thoughts and
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behaviors that influenced their decision-making. Subsequently, they

were asked to suggest alternatives and reflect on the consequences

of their actions, as well as the quality of the outcomes.

Goal Setting (10 minutes)

Participants and the GM would set goals for the sessions,

proposing alternative behaviors and new goals to be achieved

within the game. From the discussion of the task, the GM

developed an individual plan for the players according to the

desired target abilities.

The game (90 minutes)

The system used was Dungeons and Dragons. The adventures

comprised social situations designed to demand social skills that

needed training.

Feedback (60 minutes)

After the adventure ended, the GM provided feedback to the

players, highlighting ideas, behaviors, decision making and

consequences, reminding them to fill out the forms for the

next session.

Program implementation
We divided 13 medical residents from the Psychiatric Residency

Program in our institution into 3 different groups based on their year in

the program. Group A consisted of 3 males and 3 females with a mean

age of 27 years; Group B had 2 males and 2 females with a mean age of

26 years, and Group C included 3 participants, 2 males, and 1 female,

with a mean age of 24 years. All participants underwent interviews and

clinical assessments for psychiatric disorders, primarily major

depressive disorder and generalized anxiety disorder, with no

clinically relevant symptoms detected. For this intervention, we

selected the 5th edition of Dungeons & Dragons™ as the system,

and our team created the scenario, also known as a “homebrew

setting.” The narrative plot placed the participants’ characters in a

small village on a quest to locate magical artifacts related to the legend

of an evil necromancer. Additionally, theMeta Guide provided support

in-game for the participants, although their role did not involve active

problem-solving.

After the first session and by the end of all the subsequent ones,

the participants were required to answer a questionnaire that made

them reflect on the situations that they found challenging,

interesting or somehow important. At the beginning of the next

session The Guide would conduct a debriefing meeting for 30-60

minutes and address the situations listed by the participants

focusing on the social skills training.

The narrative arc encompassed 08 episodes that were conducted in

12 to 16 sessions. During this period, the participants were expected to

face many challenges as they unraveled the mystery behind the magical

artifacts and the characters involved in the plot. The participants’

characters progressed from level 1 to level 6-8 (depending on the

group) and were placed in scenes designed to allow them to practice

their social skills. Examples of these scenes are listed below in Table 9:
TABLE 7 Continued

Social
Skills

Daily
Determinants

In-
game
Dynamics

Intervention
Outcomes

Empathy Failure to
understand and
empathize with the
feelings of others
can adversely affect
relationships
between colleagues,
medical staff,
and patients.

The feelings of
both the
players and
their player
characters, as
well as the
NPCs created
by The Guide,
are deliberated
upon during
the debriefing.

Subjects make a
more conscious
effort to assess the
feelings of others

Group
management

Tasks are not
properly completed
due to the staff’s
inability to
effectively
coordinate the
group and
delegate tasks

Each character
class serves a
distinct
function, and
it is essential
for the group
to understand
each one’s role
in order to
achieve a
positive
outcome.

The group
acknowledges
their strengths
and weaknesses,
delegates tasks,
and manages
goals effectively.
TABLE 8 Outcome measures and assessment methodology.

Outcome Assessment
Methodology

Timeline

Social Skills Social Skills Inventory (41) Before and after
the intervention

Personality Big Five Reduced
Markers (57)

Before the intervention

Mental health PHQ-9 (58) Before, during and after
the intervention

Alcohol use AUDIT (59) Before the intervention

Psychological
well-being

Psychological well-being
scale (60)

Before and after
the intervention

Needs
assessment

Focus group Before, during and after
the intervention
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Session example
Opening and rapport

The participants share some rules questions which are promptly

answered by The Guide and the Meta Guide. All the participants

agree that, at this point in the intervention (halfway through the

narrative), there are neither technical difficulties nor significant

misunderstandings of the rules to address. They do, however,

discuss some personal difficulties to be more assertive in

certain situations.
Behavioral assessment and setting goals

The participants agree that the last session’s major event was

their colleague’s character death in a combat. They share their

feelings of impotence and frustration for not being able to help him.

The Guide asks them what actions they would have changed given

the opportunity. The following topics are cited: a) be more prepared

(provisions, weapons, etc.) for the battle; b) used different abilities

and skills (“I could have casted a different spell in my turn”); c)

planned a different strategy (“my character could have shielded him

if I was closer”). After this assessment, The Guide asks the

participant whose character died how he was feeling. He shares

his feeling and states that he is glad about the way his character died

being a hero and protecting his friends. No other situation was

brought in this assessment.

The participants agree that their characters must go on and

must reach the bottom of the narrative mystery. They decide to talk

more clearly about their intentions in combat scenes to be more

effective. It is important to note that a character death is an

important event during a TTRPG session and could be

interpreted as a trigger for negative emotions. In our cause, we

had previously discussed with the group about character death as a

game mechanism, and it was not deemed a concern. We suggest

that Guides discuss this topic at the Opening and Rapport moments

before bringing this to the narrative. Similarly, the debriefing

session need to allow for the character to process the event.

Lastly, as part of the goal setting, the player was able to choose a

new character to continue the sessions.
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Following the event of the character death, the Guide prepares a

session that allows the players to enact their experiences with the

character’s death, processing the event as characters as well

as players.

This session began with the debriefing. First, we asked them to

describe the scene from memory. We asked them how they felt, and

they talked about frustration and guilt for not knowing how to make

“correct” decisions. Then, the player whose character died said he

was more impacted than he thought he would be by the death of a

fictional character, but that he was feeling calm afterwards. The

other players realized that they had also been sad, but that they were

more concerned about the player who lost the character than he was

himself We brought up this feeling of guilt and if they thought they

should have acted differently. They talked about action economy,

optimizing rounds, etc … Then we pulled out definitions of

teamwork, communication.

Lastly, the players talked about dealing with frustrations. One

player was frustrated because they had joined the group late, and

shortly afterwards, their character died. They meant it as a “joke,”

but it was also brought up for discussion. Then the players talked

about how this event could either make players want to quit or

increase their motivation. The players expressed a sense of

obligation to see the journey through to the end in honor of the

fallen character.

Debriefing

The participants joyfully protest against being left in a

cliffhanger. The Guide presents some of the choices they made

and the dilemmas they faced. They ask about the consequences of

their choices, but The Guide opts to share only the information that

will not impact the future sessions.

Out of session insight

By the end of the session, The Guide reminds the participants to

answer the questionnaire during the week before the next session.

The participants have to think about this session’s scenes and their

actions and choices.
Step 6. Program evaluation

Our intervention evaluation was designed to employ qualitative

content analysis of medical residents undergoing social skills

training with RPG, utilizing CFIR metrics as a framework. Upon

completion of the intervention program, we reassessed the residents

using the metrics outlined in Table 9 and conducted focus groups

for process evaluations. We also conducted ongoing evaluations,

gathering written feedback from participants on a weekly basis

through recall exercises, and documented intervention observations

notes from The Guide and The Meta-Guide. The implementation

research team would convene weekly meetings with The Guide and

The Meta-Guide to review the feedback and intervention notes and

discuss the implementation process. However, as the primary focus

of the present work is to introduce the method rather than delve
TABLE 9 Example of scenes, descriptions and social skills targeted.

Scene Description Social Skill

The
cursed staff

The participants retrieved a cursed staff, but it
proved to be a wrong decision as the evil
necromancer was now able to return to this
world. They were accused of being his allies
and had to defend themselves.

Effective
communication

The choice
between
two leaders

The participants faced the daunting task of
choosing a side in the impending battle, each
option presenting its own set of advantages
and disadvantages.

Conflict
management
and resolution

Character’s
death

One of the participant’s characters died in
combat. The group had to deal with the loss
of a beloved one and rethink their
battle strategy.

Relationship
management
and
group
management
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into the results obtained from its implementation in the described

population, a separate article detailing the experiment and its results

is currently being written.
Discussion

The objective of this study was to devise a method/protocol

utilizing Table-Top Role-Playing Games (TTRPGs) as an

intervention tool to tackle mental health challenges, particularly

focusing on social skills training. We employed the intervention

mapping framework, amalgamating TTRPG and Cognitive

Behavioral Therapy (CBT) principles. Additionally, we offer an

illustrative application of the method, conducted concurrently by

our team, to demonstrate its practicality and feasibility.

Subsequently, we delve into a discussion concerning the rationale,

viability, and clinical implications of the method, along with

potential limitations.
Justification of the method

As outlined in the introduction, gamified interventions have

emerged as a burgeoning approach in mental health prevention.

Their positive impacts on managing various clinical conditions

stem from their ability to promote social skills (18–21). However,

cost-effective alternatives like Table-Top Role-Playing Games

(TTRPGs), which offer similar benefits to other game-based

interventions, lack standardized methods, hindering replicability.

Hence, TTRPGs hold promise as a playful alternative, incorporating

gamified elements into the well-established Role-Playing technique

to serve as an experiential method. With a structured adventure, it

encourages experiential learning and facilitates the training of social

skills. In this context, the method presented in this paper aims to

create a protocol in six steps for developing an intervention

via TTRPGs, guided by the Consolidated Framework for

Implementation Research (CFIR).

Throughout these steps, we draw upon robust literature on

social skills training (SST), cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), and

gamification. Thus, our method encompasses the objectives of SST,

the strategies of CBT, and the dynamics of gamification

through TTRPGs.
Feasibility of the method

One crucial aspect that received considerable attention during

the development and drafting of this method pertains to the

integration of evidence-based effectiveness with the method’s

practical applicability. Within the context of Social Skills Training

(SST), certain digital techniques and approaches have demonstrated

notable effectiveness, albeit often accompanied by substantial costs,

whether financial or in terms of required infrastructure (22). This

renders widespread implementation in society unfeasible.

Conversely, numerous playful activities commonly employed in
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daily social, familial, and educational settings, while boasting low

implementation costs, often lack empirical evidence regarding their

efficacy as social skills intervention tools. Consequently, the creation

of a structured instrument capable of amalgamating cost-

effectiveness and evidence-based practice assumes paramount

importance for clinical, educational, and public policy applications.

During its development, this method drew upon literature on

Social Skills Training (SST), Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT), and

gamification, demonstrating ease of elaboration, implementation, and

comprehension among participants. As outlined in step 5, the

application of our method with psychiatry residents serves as a

concurrent endeavor undertaken by our team to validate both the

intervention’s impact on social skills and its feasibility. In a concurrent

publication, currently in progress, we present qualitative findings

derived from participant interviews and testimonials. In summary,

our findings suggest that the method effectively enhances social skills, is

readily implemented by The Guide, comprehensible to participants,

and entails minimal implementation costs. Consequently, we assert

that the method is indeed feasible for integration into clinical,

educational, and public policy settings.
Limitations

As main limitations of the method, as shown in Table 1, each

element of TTRPGs has potential pitfalls, which need to be taken

into account when designing clinical protocols and intervention

strategies in future studies. Nonetheless, we understand that all

these limitations can be mapped, studied, controlled, and managed

in the clinical and/or experimental scenario.

In our pilots, one important variable identified when initiating

the intervention strategy was the players’ prior familiarity with the

5th Edition Dungeons & Dragons TTRPG. Character creation with

free-form options can be overwhelming for new and unfamiliar

players. In later iterations of the intervention model, we introduced

limited and pre-generated characters with options like spells and

weapons already selected to facilitate newcomers’ understanding.

Player attendance can also pose a challenge to the pacing of the

narrative and the outcome of the intervention. Players with low

attendance may miss relevant scenes in the narrative and become

emotionally detached from other characters and players. Finally, we

also perceived what is commonly known as “main character

syndrome” (MCS) to be a detrimental factor when using

TTRPG’s as an intervention model. MCS occurs when one player

in the group begins to dominate the narrative to the extent of acting

against other players’ consent. A player exhibiting MCS can be

viewed as both a problem and an opportunity for the Guide, as this

behavior can illustrate a lack of social skills, which the intervention

aims to address. However, both Guides and Meta Guides must be

aware of this pattern and intervene during sessions both in role-play

and in the feedback sessions, to prevent it from occurring and to

help the player self-regulate their behaviors to maintain an engaging

experience for the other participants. Otherwise, engagement by

other players may decrease, potentially leading to dropout.
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Conclusion and future directions

The present work aimed to develop a method/protocol to use

TTRPG as an interventional tool to address the mental health burden,

particularly focusing on social skills training, through the integration of

TTRPG and CBT within the intervention mapping framework. The

resultant method is presented as structured, evidence-based, easy to

implement, cost-effective, and thus feasible. Future research endeavors

and mental health professionals seeking a structured and instructional

instrument for protocol development will find support in the method

proposed herein.
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